
  

 

 

»Protecting Memory« project 

Ceremonies to unveil the memorial sites in Ukraine  

Unveiling of the memorials to the murdered Roma  

18 – 20 June 2019 

The international project »Protecting Memory« run by the Foundation Memorial to the Murdered Jews 

of Europe addresses a forgotten chapter of the Second World War. Alongside Jews and patients, 

Roma too were among the victims of the German policy of annihilation in the occupied Ukraine 

between 1941 and 1944.  

As Uwe Neumärker, Director of the Foundation Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe, states: “For 

many years, Germans and Ukrainians repressed the memory of the genocide of the Roma. It is highly 

symbolic that our two nations are working together to turn these murder sites into memorial sites with 

accompanying information, and in this way also taking a clear stance against anti-Ziganism.”  

In Ukraine, as in most European countries, remembrance of the Roma victims of National Socialism is 

restricted to local initiatives.  

In the framework of the project »Protecting Memory«, memorial sites and information displays have 

been set up at three historic sites in the Zhytomyr region – at Ivanopil, Kalynivka and Divoshyn – where 

murders of Roma took place. Their purpose is to ensure dignified remembrance of the victims and to 

provide information about the annihilation of the Roma under the German occupation.  

These three memorial sites dedicated to the murdered Roma will be unveiled on 18 and 19 June 2019. 

Local residents, representatives of the national and regional administration, Roma representatives and 

international guests will attend the ceremony. The unveiling of the first memorial site in Ivanopil will 

take place after the press conference in the Roma Theatre in Kiev on 18 June. The memorial sites in 

Kalinivka and Divoshyn will be officially unveiled on 19 June.  

On 20 June, information stelae will be unveiled in Kolodianka und Liubar – where mass shootings of 

Jews took place – with families of Holocaust survivors in attendance. Eleven memorial sites 

commemorating murdered Jews will be inaugurated in a further nine locations between 13 and 21 

September.  

The project will cover the cost of travel to the project sites and accommodation in Ukraine for five 

journalists. Journalists wishing to attend are requested to register by sending an email to 

aleksandra.wroblewska@stiftung.denkmal.de by Thursday 30. May 2019. 

A detailed programme of the events and the press conference will be sent out on receipt of your 

registration, or on request.  

 


